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Bývalý komisař FDA a odsouzený zrádce Stephen K. Hahn vydechl v

pondělí ráno, když stál na šibenici poblíž letiště Leeward Point v

zálivu Guantánamo. Na vrcholu plošiny se smyčkou omotanou kolem

krku zíral dolů na kádr vojenských mosazů, kteří se přišli podívat na

jeho popravu. Zdálo se, že jeho skleněné oči na okamžik upřely

každého ze šesti důstojníků, jejichž bezvýrazné tváře událost

nezaujatě sledovaly; pokud vůči Hahnovi chovali osobní nepřátelství,

nedali to najevo. Byli přítomni, protože přísahali, že budou dodržovat

ústavu a chránit národ před všemi nepřáteli, zahraničními i

domácími.
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Ačkoli se zdálo, že důstojníci postrádají emoce, prezident Donald J.

Trump, který stál vedle viceadministrátora Darse E. Crandalla, vážně

zavrtěl hlavou, jako gesto znechucení, když podrážděně vydechl.

"Ze všech lidí, Stephene, jsem ti věřil," řekl Trump. "Prokázal jsem ti

hodně důvěry a ty jsi mě zradil." Nejen já, ale i tato krásná země. Jsi

zbabělec, ten největší zbabělec. Vaše lži zabily obrovské množství

lidí."

Hahn směřoval svá poslední slova na prezidenta Trumpa: „Udělal

jsem chybu. Můžeš to zastavit."

Trump se usmál. "Tohle je mimo mé ruce, a i kdybych mohl,

neodpustil bych ti. Dostali jste se do velkých ligových problémů,

obrovských problémů a jste velký propadák stejně jako ostatní."

Když se ho viceadmirál Crandall zeptal, jestli chce Poslední obřady,

Hahn řekl: "Jaký to má smysl?" a zavřel oči.

O chvíli později Hahnovi praskl krk a lékař námořnictva zaznamenal

čas smrti – 1030 hodin, pondělí 16. ledna 2023.

(Návštíveno 58 571krát, dnes 8 646 návštěv)

 

Je rodina těchto lidí zapřisáhla mlčenlivost. Co se jim říká o jejich

milovaných odsouzených k smrti, jen zvědavost

Good question. Would be curious to know the answer to that

question too but I’d wager it would either be threat of meeting the

same rope, or loss of access to moneys own by the now cold corpse.

This is kind of a morbid curiosity but what are they doing with all the

bodies of these traitors? Cremation and into the sea?
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I get paid over $85 per hour working from home with 2 kids at home.

I never thought I’d be able to do it but my best friend earns over

12,000 bucks a month doing this and she convinced me to try. The

potential with this is endless. Everybody must try this job now by just

 
using this website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 18 hours ago by Delavic

Maybe put on ice to be served at the next Davo’s meeting. No thank

you, I’ll have checken.

NO , the ice that is served at Davos, is urinated on by clones just

before they are released into the WORLD. Its ceremonious and

apparently a big deal for these deranged satanist assholes that attend

this Davos insanity. Klaus is always creeping around with a huge

tumbler full of ice, chomping on it ,with those baggy jowls of his

flapping incessantly with urine from the crushed and melted ice

drooling all over the fucking place. Supposedly it’s some great honor

for these sick fuckes to be drooled on by Klaus. These Davo’s club

members are kooks.

I believe all the assets of these traitors are impounded. Homes, cars,

bank accounts, everything is stripped from them. The families are

left with nothing, because the majority of them knew what was going

on and did nothing to stop it.

That might be true, I have wondered the same thing……. Bible does

say that ill gotten gain will turn into gravel in your mouth. It is sad to

be born into a family of criminals…… sad for the wife if she did not

know, but how can she not know …

If a man is honorable, he wouldn’t have done it for their sake. And

that goes for females too.

Xena,

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Not true, with the wives of DS guys, often they are one step above

and the handlers of the guys. Q said several times “Follow the wives,”

and he meant it. DeSantis’s wife for example is likely one step higher

tan Ron.

They once had a list of the one hundred worst Cabal women on

8Chan, and HRC was only 4th of the worst. Ron’s wife has worked

for Blackrock plus 2 other extreme Cabal companies.

Women like these instruct their husbands how to be more Evil.

I had heard that DeSantis’s wife had worked for Blackrock. Also, I’ve

also read several sources that claimed Big Mike was actually Obama’s

handler.

And who was handler of Big Mike?

Capers Funnye – head of “Black Hebrew Israelites who are a feeder

group for SEIU and “Black Lives Matter”.

Who is Capers Funnye? …”spooky”….

From what I have seen during this covid scam the amount of women

that are full on sickos and want to kill everyone with the poison jab

and the worst part is they all for killing the kids

I’m so glad some of you post Q and remind me of what he/they said.

You’re right! Still, It boggles my mind to think of woman being so

evil.

She looked pretty chic in her designer clothes during the Obama

years. EXCEPT for during that dance with Ellen.

The wives are in on it, the kids like Hunter profet off their powerful

connections as well. It turns into a family thing.

 
Insider tradeing for anone in the congress or senate, believe me

Nancy isn’t the only one.
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With the lotteries, I wouldn’t be surprised if its run just like the

McDonalds thing where friends, family and people that where bribed

win. Then the moneys are distributed thought out to people we never

knew about.

Every system is rigged and we the people are none the wiser.

Depends if she’s an idiot or not. Many people see the evil but not any

significant resistance to it, so they just assume evil will win and they

do nothing or join the evil. Anyone who has been aware of this stuff

for a long time has felt that pressure. For some, like me, serving

Satan is not possible, and we resist whatever comes. It’s not even a

choice and it never was, even back when I thought there was no hope

at all. For others it is.

Ask her if she got jabbed: bet she has not, or the rest of his family.

Hopefully not. The traitors deserve it, but not the innocent, because

they may have kids. Many of the executed traitors were parents

themselves. Like Bancel, Gates and Chelsea.

When your bank accounts start getting enriched by the sums these

folks were being paid for their treasonous acts, I would think that

SURELY their spouses would start seriously questioning where the

additional monies came from. Especially when their employment

situations weren’t changing.

Many of the deep state traitor’s wives either get lied to, or learn not

to ask. Like Mafia wives, they can’t tell anyone; even the Nazi wives

could not tell anybody what was really going on.

 
Reiner Hoess’s grandmother was married to Rudolf Hoess, the

Auschwitz camp commandant. They had a villa right next door to

that camp, and they grew strawberries. The Hoess kids loved

strawberries, but the crematoria in the camp next door were working

24/7 and spewed ashes everywhere. Mama Hoess would tell the kids,

“make sure you wash off those strawberries before you eat them

because they are full of ashes.” She didn’t say what kind of ashes or
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where the ashes came from. She knew her husband was burning dead

bodies of Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, dissidents, Slavs, ethnic

minorities, intellectuals, anybody who fought the Nazis or rejected

their laws or ideologies. HE WAS FOLLOWING ORDERS LIKE ALL

THE NAZIS DID.

 
But like a good Nazi wife, similar to Mafia wives Gotti or Lucchese or

Gambino, she never told ANYONE what she knew. Of course, she

didn’t participate in the high crimes against humanity, she was

innocent of that, but even a simple uneducated housewife can figure

stuff out. But she had to keep silent in order to avoid getting killed.

Mafia wives get killed for spilling the beans, too, whether they are

simple, uneducated housewives who cook and clean and stay home

all day doing nothing, or educated women or independent working

women or not.

 
No wonder her grandchild, Reiner Hoess, was mad when he found

out his family were Nazis and one of many Nazi families whose

husbands, fathers and brothers killed millions of people just for who

they were, who they prayed to, or what they did in freedom’s name.

He learned the truth about his grandfather Rudolf the commandant,

whom his family forced him to revere and honor at his portrait on

the wall. He hated him and the rest of them upon learning the truth,

because they lied to him about who Rudolf Hoess really was. They

told him Rudolf Hess was the Nazi who parachuted in England and

betrayed the cause, and not the Nazi commandant at Auschwitz.

 
But a gardener at the school where he was a student started bullying

him and attacking him and told him wo his grandfather really was.

He was very upset and told the teacher he was being harassed by the

gardener and asked why was this guy reviling him. The teacher told

Reiner the truth about what his grandfather, death camp

commandant Rudolf Hoess, did during the Holocaust.

 
Reiner also found out the truth from a couple of books in the library

at his home. His father caught him reading the books and beat the

living crap out of him for that. But later he went back and read the

books, and corroborated the facts in them with the facts his teacher
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told him, and what the gardener told him. HE HATED HIS FAMILY,

because not only they were Nazis who killed innocent people, but

they lied to him. He packed a bag, left home at 17 and never went

back. He never forgave them. He disowned them.

 
He wears a Star of David to identify with the Jewish people his

Fascist grandpa killed, in opposition to him and rightfully so,

because he is not like those Nazis and other fascistic people Rudolf

Hoess killed. Commandant Hoess was tried and convicted at

Nuremberg and was hanged at the very same camp where the

crematoria was that spewed out the ashes of innocent Jews and other

valiant opponents to the Nazis his wife told the kids to rinse off the

strawberries, without telling them the real truth.

 
HOW CAN KID HANDLE THAT?!

 
One time he traveled to Israel, but the immigration/passport control

authorities gave him a hard time because of his name, he had to

explain he was not those Nazis he despised. The name was not his

fault. He got in.

 
He travels the world, he writes books, he speaks to students at

colleges, and he warns us all, be careful who you vote for, so this

never happens again.

 
Reiner knows evil firsthand, not to mention the fact that his father

was very abusive and broke his nose and locked him in his room

when he asked his permission to attend a friends’ Seder for Passover.

Until he found out the truth, he never understood why has family

hated Jewish people so much.

 
Reiner’s four children now support him in exposing the evils of

fascism.

 
He never forgave his family for what they supported Rudolf Hoess

for doing at Auschwitz. He said if his grandfather were alive, he

would kill him. He would piss on his grave. WHO CAN BLAME

HIM?

 
He became friends with Eva Moses Kor, another Holocaust survivor

before she died. She adopted him as her son. This is the remarkable

saint of a woman who forgave the Nazis for murdering her family
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members during the Holocaust, and caught major hell for forgiving

Josef Mengele, who did horrific treatments to her and her sister and

many twins. She encouraged Reiner to forgive his Nazi family, too.

 
But most people will not.

Always White knighting for women, so soon you’ll be saying that had

to be HRC’s husband that did all those horrible things to little girls,

and he’s responsible for Benghazi too, and Ron’s wife needed a job so

it’s okay that she worked for some of the worst Cabal companies.

No, the truth is many, many Cabal women belong to witches covens,

and it’s not me accusing them of such beliefs, as it was their own

Satan worshiping beliefs. The wives of many of the worst traitors are

not even close to innocent, as they shoved their relatively innocent

husbands into much deeper evil. “Follow the wives” wasn’t said

lightly as they were often the furthest directors of Cabal Evil. These

women still gather in groups and hiss curses and incantations against

people against the DS.

“Follow the money,” will expose most of them for their complete

involvement in the most Evil crimes. The good thing is, it’s not too

bright to curse anyone trying to do the right things.

Add-on:

Let me ask you an honest question: How many of those 1970’s and

1980’s “strong Feminists” will have money sunk deeply into Cabal

roots, and enough to prove they are at least a player with DS intent,

and should be good for a couple decades of hard time.

Billy -boy doing horrible things to little girls, like dippin cigrars up

snatches, yeah Billy-boy is a sick twisted asshole, NO DOUBT

ABOUT THAT!

The Kids were told to wash -off the strawberries before they ate them

because the dogs had been pissing on them. Ashes …what bullshit.
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Either their accounts get enriched by the sums, or their ass gets filled

by the cums, sometimes both. But whatever the case they’re in it for

something. Gas , grass or ass, no one rides for FREE, bros or bitches.

My husband, whom I love deeply, was dealing drugs on a rather large

scale. He never told me that, in fact he vehemently denied it every

time I confronted or accused him of it. But I knew and told him it

had to stop immediately, or I was going to LEO. He didn’t, so I did.

The wives know.

In the old testament we see where the whole family was killed along

with the transgressor. Eg Aichan.

But when the wife/family look for a place to life, car to drive, open an

account or cash a check what are they saying their reason is? How

are they answering questions? Curious.

They’re on ice for burial later. Many of the families may be glad.

Freedom from the madness.

I would think that the monies gained by these traitors in payment for

their crimes would be confiscated by the White Hats and used to help

the people they harmed — whether it be those who are suffering from

adverse effects of the jab or the families of those who have died.

Videos of the executions and photos of the dead bodies must be made

and kept to prove this has been done. We will need it for the sheeple.

What broke Hahn into confessing were photos of his pals, Fauci and

Collins hanging from a rope.

I heard yesterday that all the monies from the whole world were from

all the black hats being arrested were going into one pot then divided

and shared with all of humanity. It’s through Gesara/Nesara.

Millions we will be getting. From crimes against humanity

That is why we Americans need to be familiarized with our

Constitution. The corrupt government make all Americans be naive

so that they can do all the corruptions they want. Derek Johnson is
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now out there speaking and educating the Americans what is our

lawfully rights according to the constitution. People are started to

wake up. Salute to all the patriots who is guarding the constitution.

The military great reveal is coming!

Let’s not forget the Old Testament states that kidnapping is a capital

crime, even is the deep state wants us dumb and stupid to their high

cries against children and steals them whenever they want for their

paedophilia and adrenochrome parties.

 
It is no accident that when Charles’ Lindbergh’s kid was kidnapped.

Congress immediately passed a law the very next day that stated

anybody kidnapped another person with get 20 years in the clink,

and if the victim was killed, that perp would get executed. They killed

Bruno Richard Hauptmann for kidnapping the child of the world’s

greatest aviator at the time, a friend of France and America and

England.

 
That kidnapping law is so strong, even today, that when a woman

named Zenaida, or Zanny was falsely accused by Casey Anthony of

being the nanny that kidnapped her daughter, Caylee (whom she

murdered and covered up the crime), that even though she was in the

clear, she lost her job, her friends, her reputation, and no one would

have anything to do with her because word got out she was a suspect

in the disappearance of that precious child. She sued Casey for

damages after she was acquitted, but the most hated woman in

America at the time had filed bankruptcy, and therefore had no

money to pay.

yeah that Kidnapping law is SO STRONG that child trafficking is a

MASSIVE CRIME in the USA and World wide today. The kidnapping

law has NOT MADE a FUCKING DENT in the numbers of children

and humans’ being trafficked today. NOT A FUCKING DENT!

enough with peddling the BULLSHIT

Well the schools stopped teaching CIVICS CLASSES quite some time

ago from my understanding. So that’s part of the problem. Who was

the FUCKING Brain Trust that started that bs? I will bet it starts
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with…….a jew. ODDS anyone,?…….it started with a jew……..odds?

First the kids who were raped, sodomized, trafficked, tortured and

exsanguinated for adrenochrome. They need med beds and new

families.

They are going to need a WHOLE LOT MORE THAN THAT, but it’s

cool you are thinking of them.

I recall reading one of Trump’s EO, the property of those found guilty

of treason, crimes against humanity, are confiscated.

My understanding is that all the bodies are “on ice” for now, in an

undisclosed location,

I’ve asked these same questions many hangings before, and I’ve

heard nothing. Just maybe it’s all top secret?

MOST of the NAZIs came to the USA through OPERATION PAPER

CLIP. How many do you think were hanged?

NOW that you thought about it Xena, 10 ,….YES 10 NAZI WAR

criminals were hanged at Nuremberg, 10 NAZIs hanged at

Nuremberg. This is for all you folks that would like to see Nuremberg

style JUSTICE for these Deep State ASSHOLES AND DEGENERATE

PEDOPHILES. this being said GITMO is the way to GO. STICK

WITH GITMO! OR KILL THESE CRIMINAL FUCKS ON SIGHT.

THEY’RE ENEMY COMBATANTS, THEY CAN BE EXECUTED ON

THE BATTLE FIELD. THIS IS HOW THINGS SHOULD BE

HANDLED.

I don’t think they get to KEEP any of their ill-gotten gains from the

TREASON they perpetrated upon the citizens and our country. It will

all be forfeited into the republic’s treasury to be disbursed when the

rightful president is again seated. As far as the bodies of these folks, I

think I read here that they are being kept on ice. Good thing, since

they are going to HAVE to determine if they were real or clones.
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NO doubt there’s some clones mixed in there, especially when Berger

was in charge, yeah …some clones got by , on Berger’s Watch. Berger

claimed he throught clones were Santa Clause bullshit, so no doubt

clones made it past Berger.

They should loose any and all moneys, houses, cars, all assets should

go into a big bank for when it can be distributed to the remaining

peoples.

 
All the peoples lives that where ruined so this guy could make

millions, and some making billions just to give it to their families.

 
The people are loosing loved ones daily still and we don’t know how

long or how much damage is going to be done by the time its safe for

the whole truth to come out.

 
Things like the chicken farmers that had their farms full of chickens

destroyed should be reimbursed now, to get things going again.

 
Peope who lost loved ones that where the bread makers in the family

should be reimbursed now if possible so they can survive.

 
The world is crashing, the problem is, it’s doing it in slow motion,

and a lot of innocent people are getting destroyed.

I know none of the above will happen but things like this should be

done, rather then paying for crime families to be silent.

Common sense says they would keep them as proof of their

execution. Otherwise Deep State, MSM, etc could deny anything

without a body as they do now using CGI, Doubles, Masks, Deep

Fake videos, etc but in time will not be able to do.

I read here that they are all still preserved in because when they

found that cloning center where Biden and Fauci were found they

examined the cloned and the real and found out something that

verified ,the executed one were real and not cloned…so they are still

there preserved for at the end to be cremated!
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Can’t imagine family members who just lost a loved one to an

extrajudicial killing would be willing to take any vows of secrecy. Just

the opposite – they would be shouting from the rooftops

W0zz, it’s entertaining to watch you have a conversations between

each of your multiple personalities with fake troll turd names on here

in a feeble attempt to sow doubt. Very conversational, almost

believable with the exception of the subtle linguistic giveaways that

you’re too dense to catch.

Lmao at the fake name cunt saying ” other people have fake names”.

It would be funny if you weren’t such a little bitch

They’re not “extrajudicial killings”, fucktard. These criminals are

being tried, convicted and executed under the authority of the

Insurrection Act, which Trump invoked prior to leaving office.

Trump wins.

You lose.

Game over.

Really? Where can I find a copy of this signed Insurrection Act

declaration? Where can anyone find it for that matter? Answer: It

never happened. So go fucktard yourself.

Wouldn’t one beable to look under the DOD or under the War of Law

Manuel that was revised in I think 2016? You can also go look at

what Derek Johnson says about it and he is Military an Expert in

Military Law so ya! President Trump did sign the Insurrection Act.

Unfortunately Johnson is a confirmed member of the nwo and a

direct descendant of the Bush crime family. Blondie Broadcast on

bitchute out him and Lindell for that matter, along with GaYteway

Pundit, Mr. Jim Hoft who married a young boi!

Try to be nice —— and where have you been ? Lots of us know that
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Aww poor little W0zz is all butt-hurt now, and in a tantrum on a par

with a spoiled 3 year old in the candy aisle, it is demanding to see

things it is not entitle to see. Really entertaining to watch.

Who would it benefit to broadcast it? For Biden and his fellow Nazis

it would make them look weak and illegitimate, for DJT it would

bring everything to the surface too soon. Better to deal with this

quietly.

 
Anyway, a proper media analysis is what you need. The CIA-MSM

said Trump didn’t sign Insurrection Act = he signed the insurrection

Act. If he hadn’t signed it they would say he did. That’s how the

media works now. Whatever the truth is, the exact opposite of that is

what they will say. That’s what you get when you let CIA crackheads

like Bush loose on the media.

We understand the World is under Marshal Law and some other laws

suspended in The Hague.

 
So Military can deal with all matters as required to save Humanity on

Earth.

I think the U.S. Military is only concerned with defending the

republic and the constitution against ALL enemies, foreign and

domestic.

Not true, read your Bible. We’re toast and nobody is coming to save

America. All we are is a modern day Rome. Plus, all we are is dust in

the wind.

Lol you’re hilarious, this is BS. This site is BS and fake. Just like

wrestling, time to wake up people .

They are not asked to take any vows. If I were them I wouldn’t be

shouting it from the rooftops either.

𝑬𝒗𝒆𝒏 𝒃𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓. 𝑻𝒆𝒍𝒍 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒍𝒅 , 𝒊 𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒚𝒐𝒖.. 𝑰𝒕 𝒄𝒂𝒏 𝒐𝒏𝒍𝒚 𝒎𝒂𝒌𝒆 𝒕𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒔 𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒔𝒕
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒎.. 𝑯𝒐𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒍𝒚. 𝑰 𝒅𝒐𝒏𝒕 𝒄𝒂𝒓𝒆 𝒕𝒘𝒐 𝒔𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔 𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒚𝒓𝒆 𝒇𝒂𝒎𝒊𝒍𝒚. 𝑨𝒍𝒍 𝒕𝒉𝒆
𝒑𝒆𝒐𝒑𝒍𝒆 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒚 𝒌𝒊𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒅. 𝑭𝑼𝑪𝑲 𝑻𝑯𝑬𝑴.
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Would you? If my people were executed for treason, I wouldn’t say a

word. The shame of it for all time. The name Biden, Clinton, Bush,

Sotomayor, Pelosi, etc. Ruined names. Better to cut all ties and hope

nobody finds out.

Can’t blame them. People have renounced their family ties and

changed their names for even less, inside and outside of the family

courts. But to have the military come after their loved ones and have

them tried and executed? They would be scarred for life.

Remember when James Comey suggested the guillotines be used for

Obama’s enemies because the rest of the surviving family would be

too afraid to retaliate? I think the same principle applies here.

And these traitors ALL are worried about their legacy. George

Herbert Walker Bush died by lethal injection trying to preserve his

legacy. What they don’t get is when the truth about what they DID

comes out into the public eye, their LEGACY is ruined and they will

only be known for the scum that they were.

Same for Noname. And his daughter Meghan and widow Cindy

STILL will never forgive Trump for telling the truth and doing his job

to execute traitors. Noname is a saint in their eyes and they will not

tolerate anyone calling their family member a traitor. Even if the

traitor covered it up and they found out later.

There will be plenty of nefarious information coming out about

Cindy & her family who were closely involved with the Clintons. I

read that they held all the contracts for the beer/alcohol used by the

U.S. military worldwide. That is not news. It has just been covered up

for some time. As for NoName’s daughter, Meghan, she is an

irrelevant waste of space.

I wonder if your reasoning isn’t the reason why Hunter 2.0 doesn’t

want his illegitimate daughter to have his last name.
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NDA’s are a real problem. They inhibit all truth and so pervasively.

Outlaw NDA’s! It is one of the most important ways that the

lamestream media is silenced and bought. And everything else too…

Exactly. That’s what prevented Jeffrey Epstein’s victims from seeking

justice for his abuses and trafficking, and prevented the male

hookers from talking about Senator Lindsey Graham, whom they

allegedly serviced until he stood for conjugal marriage, and they hate

him for it. Trust me, he paid them well. But after the marriage thing,

one of them said screw the NDAs and expose him. it went viral.

I am not sure WHAT they know. You will recall looking around that

there are STILL people out there who believe Biden won the election

by a landslide. Whatever they see on their MSM they believe to be

true. Many people are NOT able to distinquish FACT from fantasy

any longer.

I can’t imagine millions of people that were dead due to these bastard

treasonous and criminal acts, they all committed genocide, can’t

imagine what the families members of those who are dead due to

their lies and act will do when they discovered that Covid was

brought to depopulate the masses.

Maybe the family members, mistakenly or otherwise, think that they

will end up the same way. So they stay quiet.

Shout TOO loud and cause TOO much trouble, they might LOOK a

little deeper and see if these folks were actually involved! You will

recall from the RRN articles, SOME of the spouses testified

AGAINST their mates.

Families of traitors are put on a gag order not to squeal to the press

or anyone….or else…

They can shut people up in ALL manners and methods , Smokey. You

know this, how have they been getting people to be quite and

silenced all these years. WTF the Families have kept quiet up till
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NOW, What changed? except for their deranged degenerate criminal

asshole relative is dead, having been EXECUTED. Really how many

Family members want to reveal their relation and connection to

these EVIL ASSHOLES? Smokey , take your head out of your azz.

Shouting from the roof tops.LoL yeah ” hey everyone my dad tried to

kill all of you , he only killed 1,3 MILLION of you so far, so have some

sympathy for the EVIL, Seriously you people out there , give it up for

the evil fucks and genociders , you now they’d do … you!

CNN’s crap is better for ya huh? Lefty’s swoon when they come up

with their lies to tell people.

I don’t watch CNN and have never said anything about CNN, imo I

think CNN blows too. It doesn’t make RRN real lol

I never said anything about CNN, imo CNN sucks and I never watch

it. That doesn’t make RRN real, lol

This site has been operating for a couple of years after writing that

Hillary Clinton was hanged. Do you really think that would be

possible? Are there a lot of other sites where randos’ trials and

executions are being broadcast? I’m unaware of any, but maybe you

know better. Seems to me you’d be sued by the families until you

were manning the oars of a slave galley if you made something like

this up. Don’t you think so?

I believe what is written here because they have NAMED a Rear

Admiral (Darse Crandall) as the JAG prosecutor of these folks. NO

ONE has come forth to say that Crandall does NOT hold the rank of a

rear admiral nor has anyone come forth in two years (like Crandall

himself) and said none of this is true! Someone would have said by

now if it weren’t true!

1. There are zero sites that are broadcasting trials or executions. Do

you see any broadcasts here?
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2. This is the internet dude, people can say whatever the fuck they

want. If it was like Fox News making up stories about Hillary being

hanged then yes they would be sued, because they are an actual

corporation with reach and influence. This is a WordPress blog run

by a nobody. Barely anyone reads or believes it. No one MB writes

about cares enough to waste their time trying to shut it down.

3. According to my sources, Former President Donald Trump hosts

massive gay orgies at Mar-a-lago every night. Reportedly he sucks at

least 20 dicks per orgy. His record is sucking 58 dicks in one night,

according to my anonymous source.

Now tell me, Redskin, is the Trump family going to sue me into

oblivion for posting that “news report” here? Of course not, nobody

gives a shit.

Look up what ‘broadcast’ means. Publicize, talk about etc. Also, only

a communist thinks you can say whatever you want on the internet.

Real people know better after the last two decades of censorship,

shadow banning, biased algos etc. Conservatives and anti Derp

Staters can specifically not say whatever they want on the internet.

Personally I have been yeeted off entirely by Google for broadcasting

awkward information. I can still speak here, on Bitchute and a few

other places, but not on anything infested by communist Google. No

youtube, can’t access my email etc. This is normal stuff for anyone

who isn’t a brainwashed communist.

Excellent post. The troll turd names of Ron, W0zz, Ll0yd, Dav1d

H0ffer, Nob0dy, Sm0key St0ver, et al are all the same person.

“Hey mom! Where’s Dad. He didn’t come home from work tonight?”

“Well son, he just went out for, ah, um, cigarettes. He’ll be back later.

And he definitely isn’t in Cuba being hanged or anything.”
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The family will not tell anyone if their loved hung because they were

traitor to this country… imagine what would happen to them

especially their kids if they said that their loved were traitors and

words will spreading out and fast like a lightning to shame them

outright

You are right, wonder why they’re so many stupid comments here…..

shameful things are never boasted about, to think that they are

boasted about by the shamed family, is real dumb

How about all the dead FEMA and CIA “heros” that died “fighting for

their country” ? (Ok—sarc/off)

Just like in ther 1950s when people came out of the closet or a girl

came home pregnant, they were kicked out and disowned, even lied

about when people asked. They knew the people they rejected exist

but they don’t talk about them.

The first one I remember hearing about being executed was John

McCain … he stopped cancer treatments on Friday and was dead Sat

morning. They knew what happened and they were filled with anger

and hatred. They couldn’t say a word. Next George H W Bush…now

that was a tense funeral filled with hatred and fear when the traitors

all got letters with SOON written on them. I don’t know what they

said but their faces all told a story. The humorous part was when

Jimmy Carter was searching through his program for a letter and

looked so confused!! Jebby and Laura were shooting daggers at

President Trump!! I watched it over and over. Pence was gifted too!!

Families were not told when soldiers die on the battle field during

secret operations, families are always given “national security” as a

reason. The families of the people these evil people have killed are

not even told that. Instead they are told “suicide, Covid, heart attack,

or even we have no idea”….so no, families will not be told. Besides,

#DeepState will say they are alive so will make up some reason…

traveling etc..
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RRN site is accessible to everyone. Most likely it might be brought to

the attention of the families.

missed the opportunity to use “bigly”. mb failed bigly. i wouldn’t say

that but some people are saying that

Most likely some are BUT – Would you want the world to know that

your spouse was a traitor and was hung for it????

There are relatives of Hitler who have hidden their names, and

relocated to this country so they could live out the rest of their lives

unharassed.

Sworn to secrecy? Count on it and they swore with hands on top of a

pile of dollar bills. That was the case with the family of the victims of

911 and probably Sandy Hook. The Sandy Hook brought down

Remington firearms as the judgement cost them $30M dollars

according to sources in the know. No it was not Alex Jones. Lord help

us.

As I understand it they receive Gag Orders and violating them is

immediate imprisonment in a military prison.

I saw a short video on Telegram of Obiden’s granddaughter

explaining that he ‘died’ a few years ago (knowledge of the big lie),

but because of all the years of his political tenure the establishment

opted to keep up appearances and get someone who looked like him

to play the part. So yeah the family is in on the deception to the

American people and of course okay with it; think of all the benefits

from that. You can view it on Marilyn Monroe Q’s Telegram page –

Jan. 14th.

Hopefully they stay disappeared and just get dumper in the ocean.

Fish need to eat too.

Sir, These statements here are not true, it is just a product of the

imagination of Mr. Baxter. What I cannot understand is why do

people believes that all of it is true.
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I sent an email to the wife of the guy who died in custody last

month… Never heard back!

I have wondered the same thing but figured that it was pointless

posing this question..Maybe the families never cared about each

other, of course I can understand why. I know that clones are used or

body doubles but that doesn’t solve certain problems, I don’t think,,,,

I doubt that any family member wants to speak too loudly about

those family members whom have been executed for Treason . If

their so-called loved one was known for helping humanity rather

than trying to destroy it ………… They’d probably be a whole lot more

energetic about chirping up & sharing their thoughts ! Severe

Deserved Judgments do tend to make one dwell on whether one will

escape ones own punishment , when Standing Before Creator God at

The Judgment Throne .

I suspect the family members know how traitorous all who have been

arrested tried and executed have been.

True words from Trump.

 
The fact he went to witness the hanging shows what a big deal this is.

Everyone hates disloyalty or betrayal, but it’s an especially big thing

with Trump.

yeah he does. thats why he literally appointed satanists to most top

positions and the supreme court. his vp he choose is a gay satanic

child fucker.

Uh huh..keep trusting the plan while the world burns.

By the way…pence was a gay satanic child fucker long bf 2016.

You didn’t need a sting to get him

From limited observation, it seems to be in the character of these

people, that they never back down, all they know how to do is double

down.
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IMO it goes hand in hand with a lack of conscience or any sense of

remorse or accountability- which in a paradoxical sense,

substantiates the sentence after the fact.

1 Timothy 4:2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience

seared with a hot iron;

 
At the Bohemian Grove there is a ritual where they remove all care &

concern.

 
It’s called the “Cremation of Care” Wikipedia.

I thought that too! I guess they don’t know right from wrong. So sad.

They are people of Satan.

Exactly,. Typical child like attitude. I am glad that this POS Mass

Murderer has been PUNISHED

 
What a TRAITOR to our country !

He did say he made a mistake & was sorry but ya he should of atleast

asked the LORD to forgive him. It’s appointed unto man once to die

and after this the judgment. It’s important to know where you spend

eternity.

Hahn is not Christian. He doesn’t believe in Jesus. Had he, he would

have done the right thing and reported Fauci and Collins trying to

pressure him.

Yep. Given how much trust Trump put in him, he could have stopped

the whole thing.

Even unsaved people cry out to God for mercy. Believe it or not,

Podesta actually did when he was shot.

I doubt God sent any angels to that one. Podesta! I read that he made

his little victims scream out his name, over and over again until they

screamed it loud enough while he was killing them. And it took a

long time. I also stumbled on this monstrous video one day, and I

have never been able to unhear it. He is a monster, and theology
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aside, nothing but demons would have come for him, no angels

accept to make sure he went in the right direction…… as he had given

his soul to the demons completely.

He may have been the one Jeffrey Epstein banned for his paedo

island became he was being to abusive to the kids. Imagine an evil

guy being ejected from the circle of evil because he was more evil

than they are. And that gold-domed temple on the island was used by

Hillary for her own violent and sadistic sacrifice of children herself,

which were videotaped by the way. What a crock!

It is part of the plan, but knowing that you are a Troll

 
You are being kept in the dark , damp basement ,

 
where you and your kind belong..

ha. the fake name cunts always talk so much . youre literally such a

coward that you post under a fake alias and yet you still talk shit to

random strangers on a small internet forum.

And you’re a pathetic fake name bitch so afraid of the world you post

under fake name on small internet forums.

I know what you mean but it is right here for all with eyes to see.

MONEY!! A lot of money! These people sold their souls to the devil

for money!

What good is it for a man to gain the whole world but lose his soul.

Matthew 16:26

because hahn failed at trump u, didn’t like trump

vodka/steaks/trump casinos/trump airlines/the apprentice/the new

jersey generals/cancer charity trump’s kids stole from

And this is HIS REWARD…He earned it !

 
I AM GLAD HE HAS PAID the PRICE…
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Because he lied about the shot making it seem that people wouldn’t

be harmed. On that note it should be a required knowledge regarding

the Nuremburg Trials & the Nuremburg Code so that this never ever

happens again because apparently no on paid attention the first time

around when it happened to the Jews and Non-Jews in Nazi

Germany and now history is repeating itself.

You got that right. And the doctors and nurses and military

deliberately disregarded when they force-vaxxed everyone, even

pregnant women., all for a pie of the Baphomet pie that the

Rothschilds and Klaus Schwab is serving up.

Let’s just say they don’t work for God and they have to pay their

piper and the currency is evil deeds.

Last edited 17 hours ago by oshi

Thanks Michael for updating us at what’s happening at GITMO.

Good to hear another evil cog in the D/S’s wheel is gone!

Hey Michael, I’ve been interested for a while now as to how did you

come by yr sources in the JAG office? Genuinely want to know.

It’s fine you want to know, but really, it’s none of your business and

you should feel foolish for even asking.

This is an open forum, any comments listed here are WIDE OPEN

for the prying eyes of the DS. That info is MB’s guarded secret. Not

for public display.

Do you honestly think MB would give up his confidential sources?

Respectively, you might be a DS troll, at the very least logic eludes

you by asking the question.

Doubt he used his plane. I am sure military picked him up. You can’t

track them.
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That would mean a military jet landing at the Palm Beach airport and

Trump’s motorcade coming out to meet it. There’s a whole cottage

industry of Trump Trackers down there who watch his every move. If

he flew out on a military jet, or any jet for that matter, he would have

been spotted.

True, but for my money, the Trump in that house is not the hero

president. During the November 15th announcement, he was

obviously four-inches too short. Plus, the eyebrows, mouth, and

nose. We don’t know who’s real and who’s not, who’s alive and who’s

dead, who’s there (or if not there then where). Our guy may still be in

the mountain. Finally, there is a shelf life on everything (but we don’t

even know which shelf is real). New day; same Epistemological crisis.

transponder for airplanes. a transducer converts motion to a

proportional signal. little known fact that even if you switch off your

planes transponder, the engine manufacturer has placed another

transponder in his engine which pings once per hour with the

location and rpm and only the manufacturer receives this info

I’m sure the military picked him up & YES we can track their planes

as long as their transponder is active which is most of the time – This

avoids near misses & mid-air collisions. We just don’t know who is

on these planes.

Weak. You and your alter-ego Ron and all the other fake-ass names

you have to try to stage fake conversations with. It’s really easy to see

through your fake BS conversations.

Air Force 1 is the radio call sign of the aircraft containing the current

president. The aircraft itself is a gigantic and very noticeable 747 with

a tail number of 28000 or 29000 depending on which of the two

planes is being used. If either of those planes flew to Florida,

MonkeyFarts or whoever that guy is who tracks airplanes would have

noticed immediately. So Trump did not take one of those VC-25A’s
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Seems Hahn acquiesced to his fate and didn’t freak like most of the

rest. Should’ve taken last rites though. It may have save him from

Hell. Not a nice place.

having an intermediary praying to a ‘saint’ ain’t gonna cut it, bruh.

 
You got to pray to JESUS CHRIST, YOURSELF for Forgiveness of

sin.

That’s not how it works, saying sorry at the last minute hoping it’s

going to impress God and his angels. If he was genuinely sorry, that

would be noted in spirit, becasue God will forgive him. But he’s got to

go where he belongs, and then in some future age return here to put

things right.

I hope to soon see the traitors on the Supreme Court hang who

betrayed their oath of office and hear the case that would return our

lawful President, Trump, to the Presidency.

Personally I believe we have a whole new Supreme Court just my

guess if Trump did return us to a new Republic. Just make sense

under the original constitution non of these folks can hold that office

as they are from the bar which is a foriegn system of the Crown.

 
The DOJ and all agencies of the Crown be gone . be gone Satan!

They have been holding up NESARA since the 90’s. They put a gag

order on anything pertaining to NESARA. They are sitting on the

money mandated to help enact NESARA. It has probably

disappeared, because SCOTUS judges are so righteous. RIGHT!!!!!

There is not one SCOTUS judge without shady dealings in their past.

 
But, they are the top court in the land to help the American citizens.

They need to be disbanded. They are committing treason against the

taxpayers and using taxpayer money to do it.

What? The point is that he has an Eternal soul. Why drop into Hell

without even a meek and desperate,”forgive me” to GOD? Those who

died at last with curses upon their lips have condemned themselves,
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defiantly like maniacs. Wretches as we are without Christ. Without

Jesus!

Can’t know what he said alone in his cell, although I doubt he repented.

It’s all about choices

As much as I love President Trump, am I supposed to believe he

doesn’t know the script? I do believe he’s a good guy, but isn’t he an

Igigi himself?

Oh he knows the script but he isn’t Igigi/Anunnaki… He is annoited

by God as his David… He’s just sad that evil human nature of greed

can be so blind from killing others…. (here’s several million dollars,

just approve the EUA – KNOWING the true test results)

LMAO… SO now god told him to pimp the vaccine…

lmao… god didnt let him know the vaccine was bad?

if youre not severely vaccine youre one of the most ignorant people

on the planet.

SNAP, CRACKLE, POP…Correction you did not make a mistake, you

committed murder, treason and betrayal. Hail to the Chief a 45 Gun

Salute in order.

No. Trump has been in this since the ’70’s. He has had full knowledge

every step of the way. In short, he could NOT have trusted Hahn. Mr.

Baxter, when can we talk? When can I submit to you a list of

questions for my show? When do the forces of consciousness stop

treating us like we’re retarded? For instance, IS treating us like we’re

retarded a PART of the THERAPY? Having spent a very long life

trying to reason with people and finding it at least impractical if not

nearly impossible, I would buy into that strategy. And the “news”

today is almost completely asinine. Etiology is seeking to assign a
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cause during the search for the limits and validity of knowledge

during our struggle to understand our own existence. My questions

for you would be in pursuance of that. wwg1wga

This NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM has been planned for 1000 plus

years. The satanic practice of murder of children in horrorables ways.

And their plan of death of billions of us.

 
Maybe you should focus on why. Where we go one we go all. As a

means too and end of this madness they seek.

The council of Nicea 315 AD is a convenient date. Constantine saw a

hierarchy and they cannot work outside a hierarchy. The first Punic

War was caused by Carthagenian infant sacrifice vs the “Roman

Familia.” Historians use the excuse of the Mamertines or even Pirus

280 BC, but I disagree. You ask me to assign a cause. Etiology. Been

working that for 65 of my 75 years. Next life, maybe. wwg1wga

Nah, it’s much older than that. The Gyppos had these ideas, as did

the Babylonians later. Then Alexander, the Romans, the transvestite

Popes and so on.

That’s the very same thing verbatim that Nancy Pelosi said when she

attacked a reporter at a press conference once. That proves she was

secret society if not Illuminati.

at least you admit the military and trump both knew the vaccine was

deadly and didnt care.

You surrender your soul to who ever. I’ll surrender mine to our

Father,the Son and the Holy Spirit.

RRN news to say we won’t ask you for money. Now before you exit

the sight we are being hounded for money. strange.

It doesn’t matter who you are and who you know. All of us need to

eat and a place to sleep. Besides hope this website provides definite

information and let’s face it, entertainment. Don’t muzzle the ox that

grinds the grain. Hopefully we can keep Michael Baxter from
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starving before this is over. He is a pretty good writer. We have a

front row seat in the most interesting show around except for the

Gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Plus, it is interesting that

it is a true story like the Gospel is. If it isn’t true I would be totally

surprised because all of the people he has reported on would be suing

the crap out of him for all kinds of stuff by now. He seems to have no

fear of that happening.

The people he writes about are what the Supreme Court calls “public

figures,” and as such they cannot sue for defamation unless they can

prove actual malice which is pretty hard to do. And his disclaimer

that says this site is parody, humor, and basically made-up stories

gives him some scant legal cover. Another consideration – why spend

thousands of sue some guy who has no assets worth seizing?

True. Or, the disclaimer could be part of the therapy. One cannot give

another person the truth. They must always earn it for themselves.

If it wasn’t true the military would shut it down. It contains quotes

from top generals +.

Have you heard about the First Amendment? It’s part of that

Constitution thingy. MB can say whatever he likes about the generals

and make up as many quotes as he likes because the Constitution

protects him. Even from the military

I love it when communist bots start lecturing us about the same

Constitution they have been destroying for the last century as if it

actually applies.

DJT needs to PUBLICALLY come clean and admit his mistakes in

trusting these DS whores, and his mistakes in NOT trusting the

chorus of qualified voices worldwide who advised against the

scamdemic paranoia and against the clotshot campaign.
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By FAR the best thing he could do. It’s a crazy maker or moreso it is

another form of lie to just keep doing the pretend game with Biden

being treated as anything other than a fraud.

that will never happen until the deep state / media turns the table on

the jab…. which to quote many q retards will happen ” very shoon’.

Better to be neither actually.

6 years in..keep trusting the plan.

Apparently ” they felt it smart ” to right in the middle of the plan

have 4/5 billion people die.

All part of the.plan right q retard.

Hopefully your bloodline died as well..since you support the

mass.murder death plan.

It’s way deeper than that, so many levels unavailable to us at this

time. You can’t fool Trump. They know the ‘future’.

I would think dealing with those who lied to him is a precursor to

that. Although this is done by military, Trump would be the one most

aware of what they did.

He deliberately allowed Americans, rather people worldwide to be

killed for personal profit yet asks for mercy for himself. Cowardice on

top of narcistic arrogance. Hell is getting fuller each day.

Hahn would have best shared his last words with Jesus, asking for

forgiveness, saving his soul from eternal destruction – because man,

President Trump in this case, will always let us down, showing no

mercy, even though we should show mercy as God has shown us

mercy.

Don’t get me wrong, justice has been served … just relaying a

distinction between Hahn and say Loretta Lynch for example, asking

God and those carrying out her sentence to forgive her; she will live
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on, Hahn will not – unless prior to Jesus in private.

Had a chance, but had no remorse in the heart. You can’t reach out to

the Lord while being defiant. I believe the poor soul missed the

opportunity to come clean many many times. I don’t agree that

Trump was acting maliciously. This dude killed millions, ok? Trump

gave him his trust, and he blew it. He gone. No need to add more

false witness into the matter.

I’m saying Hahn may or could have from his cell, or like I said in

place of referring to Trump … and/or in addition.

 
I never said Trump acted maliciously; I said he acted as any man in

the flesh would act; some showing mercy, some not showing mercy,

for man is fallible, and God is not.

 
And if no sin is bad enough for God to forgive, who are we in the

flesh to not forgive … show mercy; again apart from being in the flesh

where we are weak.

We are not the Creator. We have no ability to rightfully judge the

soul of any man. God Himself gave the death penalty for various

crimes. God is the ultimate judge and I trust that more than anything

else. We need to worry about our own eternal destination instead of

touting the destination of others. Hahn broke the law and has now

paid the price. So be it. He went foolishly though.

Witnessing/sharing the gospel message of salvation is a major role of

the Christian faith; and in this case, I being a Pastor, or Christian

layperson, was curious as to what he could or may have done … a

sensitive concerning said salvation of others.

And yes, Rose Mary, he did break the law, as have we all (sin is sin),

and yet, we were forgiven, as so could have Hahn, no matter his

crimes right up to his last breath; the first will be last and the last will

be first – or could have been in this case

God bless you, Sister!
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Good points addressed, Rose Mary! And as a Christian, apart from

being a Pastor, we have a responsibility to share the good news of

salvation; doing this in our own unique way that fits our DNA, if you

will – the great commission (Matthew 28:18-20), right!

 
And indeed, Hahn chose the wrong team, paid the ultimate price,

that at last minute, could have been avoided, yet appearing not to be

the case, a foolish way to go.

I hope the other Khazarian Pharma Eugenicists known what

happened to Hahn and realize they are all next.

The military, being in charge of the tribunal, gave the sentence. God

gave to governments the responsibility to take blood for blood. There

is no place in the Bible where repentance automatically stops capital

punishment. Justice for the dead and injured is scriptural.

Again my friend … I never said that . I saying moments before he

died, he could have called out to Jesus to forgive him and he would

have been saved, just like the thief on the cross moments before he

died; TODAY, YOU WILL BE WITH ME IN HEAVEN! Amen, thank

you, Jesus

A thief is one thing, a thug ordering the killing of masses of people is

another. And no matter how he called out to Jesus, he would not

have been saved from his karma. He has to atone for each and every

life he claimed. His soul will be treading that wheel for quite some

time and the same goes with all these other killers. That is their hell.

And this is ours.

yeah, I despaired when he left office, despite being constitutionally

obliged to remain and conduct another election because of the fraud.

My dad is dying today from MODERNA. I am getting histological

samples and I will be in touch with MODERNA once their liability

gets stripped. Hang them all. They can never be in a position to hurt

people again.
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who is going to strip their liability? the same folks that just allowed

them to murder 2/3 the planet?

truly sorry for your loss .

Pharmacology comes from the Greek word for ‘poison’. They have

never hid any of this.

I’m praying that your dad has a peaceful passing, Heath. I’m so sorry

for the loss to your family.

I wish there was a way to know if these stories are true. In the

meantime the three letter agencies are targeting Christians,

conservatives and Trump supporters. My advise is to follow the law

and be careful what you say.

Big league looser.

 
Well said 45!

 
Rot in the hell that you chose Hahn.

 
White Hats for justice, we’re with you!

It is amazing the extent to which person will go for financial gain.

“What good is it for a man to gain the whole world and yet forfeit his

very self?” (Luke 9:25)

 
While he didn’t gain the whole world, that is the goal of the

globalists.

If RRN was TRULY 100% ‘fanfiction’, why all the constant

intermittent website/server reliability problems? Just now (2023-01-

18) before I got into RRN and this (latest) story, I had try about 3

times with my browser to get through while getting assorted ‘error

messages’. In comparison, I RARELY have a problem when I visit

fanfiction on the net domain, a site basically filled with 100%

fictional stories.

Because of the constant technical troubles RRN has to deal with

along with certain circumstantial evidence useable in a court of law

and 3rd party confirmation from other truthers, I am convinced
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there is REAL TRUTH here at RRN and that it has to weather all

sorts of online attacks at the protocol and paid troll post levels done

to get people discouraged to no longer come here to obtain/share

information.

The bad guys are likely using routers they control along with a

critical hardware backdoor put into all PC’s since 2006. Please read

my comment #371410 at the RRN story ‘Inside Biden’s Billion

Dollar, Drunken Gala Dinner’ for full details, it is VERY important.

On top of all that, after #44 handed over control of the internet to the

UN before he left office, RRN and other truther sites now are at risk

of being censored right off the internet at the DNS level. See

YouTube video ID qFFEI60SThU for further details. Only using a

dedicated IP address can circumvent this attack. This is what truther

Jim Stone (voterig on the commercial domain) did in the past with

one of his news websites. The bad guys tried to censor him at the

DNS level but it didn’t fully censor his site. He pointed this attack out

on his site and the bad guys, now ‘outed’, stopped attacking his site at

the DNS level.

BONUS: Please use tiktake on the org domain to download the two

YouTube clips referenced in two of the above paragraphs to

archive/share them should they ever ‘disappear’ from YouTube in the

future.

Only because he already admitted he was guilty when he was trying

to save his life

It’s never ceases to amaze me how these DS hacks show no remorse,

no sign of true repentance, just lame excuses or profanity. I have no

words for these vermin but, thank God Justice is finally served!!

I heard that these elite pedophiles /satanist monsters have a ritual

called the Cremation of Care. Is that not where you voluntarily end

your ability to empathize, and have compassion? Then end the ritual

with a mock or real child sacrifice, and a homosexual action. Why
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would the Satanic Elite NOT choose for their own people with no

conscience whatsoever to join their ranks? Disposable minions,

useful idiots.

From perspective of a “cult of covert narcissists”, their rituals of

sexual dysfunction are emblematic of theatric re-enactment of

debasement of the Ego….but for the narcissist, such an attack on

their ego cannot be endured, so, they pleasure themselves

instead….underscoring their incessant desire for self-gratifying

masturbation over advancement of mankind.

No matter what’s being reported in these articles as a consolation

that some justice is being done,the fact of the matter is that criminals

are still very much in power of about all the nation’s levers of

power(which they should’ve been immediately vanquished from and

neutralized for)and continue with their revolutionary fanatic plans in

totally destroying the USA’s original foundations of life,liberty,and

pursuit of happiness.Because of the Marxist created Dominion

election systems initiated in Venezuela,etc.leavened throughout the

USA plus multiple variations of rigging and more non properly

addressed and stopped schemes(Statists successfully bar and control

the courts keeping proper discovery and thus adjudication from

occurring)even if Trump were to exceed eighty million legal USA

citizens-which I believe he most likely did actually do in the twenty

twenty elections-he will be successfully obstructed from his rightful

second term and the Marxist Statist dems and rinos will remain

effectively empowered to continue destroying and consuming all

things which we should be able to enjoy from conception.These

sausage grinding, piecemeal operations in no way wipes away the

swath of their mycelium of wickedness and domination they’ve been

allowed to construct over the last six decades.

Immediately vanquished and neutralize those you have found to be

guilty and many will escape. They are atill identifying themselves, I

think. Patience is needed. And prayer?
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Prayer should always come first. I believe trusting ourselves before

God got us into this mess in the first place. Look at what we did to

our educational system.

We are ultimately the ones who allowed such government

corruption. Hard as it may have been to stop them. Although, it does

help to know, that these evil types have been honing their skills at

destruction for thousands of years, & we had no real idea what they

were up to. We more naive & innocent people are honest & trusting.

This is a wake up call for us, as well as an awakening. We must

NEVER let this happen again on our watch. We have to be smart,

savvy, mature, & capable. Read our Constitution & its Bill of Rights.

Be willing to serve our communities locally, volunteer, run for office,

fight the good fight.

Notice how these DS hacks show no sign of remorse, no true

repentance, no empathy for their many victims. I have no words to

say but thank God justice prevails & justice has been served!

where is trump empathy or repentance for his role in warp speed? its

been years and ive heard none. sadly hes admitted more than trump.

TEACH WHAT DS really IS…use the real name that goes back

15,000 – 17,000 years ago when the Sons of Saturn (Satan) came to

earth. KHAZARAINS ARE STILL WITH US. This is now the KM

KHAZARIAN MAFIA… KM now the umbrella term for for all satanic

religions and cults….Illuminati, Jesuits, Vatican and hi Catholic

priests into the snake of Satanism. Nazism etc etc.

World leaders used to meet at Bohemian Grove in N. CA for the

‘Ritual of Cares’ for doing secret deals and having some satanic

romping with males and sacrificing a small child –but they called it–

an effigy. Was it?

 
THIS IS KHAZARIANISM –KILLING, SACRIFICING – WEIRD
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SEX, AND SPARE YOUNG PEOPLE [SLAVES] BROUGHT FOR

THE PLEASURE OF FAMOUS GOVT. KHAZARIANS. YOU KNOW

THE NAMES.

Far as I know they are still doing it. The Cremation of Care. Why

would they stop?

WOW….I feel something for Hahn….BUT he didn’t just make a

MISTAKE; HE MADE A CHOICE and he betrayed Trump and did

kill many many people.

The guy had two separate medical specialities and was the head of an

important government agency with Trump having put the highest

trust in him! And he risks it all for money! He was one of the most

highly paid people in Government. Didn’t he know “you can’t take it

with you?” Guess he probably does now!

He took the money to avoid immediate extortion and jail.

”…if they can’t be bribed, they can be extorted”.

Anyone take a closer look at the new and improved Brian Stelter and

notice anything different about him? Like he looks a tad more

masculine, and of course he’s asking questions like, “How do I prove

I wasn’t executed?”….LOL…. BTW, not the same dude IMO as this

“stand in” doesn’t have the same super white teeth nor the same

feminine demonic look.

Brian “KID DIDDLER” Stelter hung his hat on being a MAP, minor

attracted person. In hell, Brian may be the victim, with the roles

reversed. Funny how well karma must work, if you believe in God

and there being divine justice.

I looked into doubles long ago, noticing awhile ago that Paul

McCartney was allegedly replaced by secret service agents with Faul,

and have been fascinated by the process.
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The double comes in and, voila, the franchise goes on as normal, you

who notice the changes in the double are roundly criticized as a nut

job conspiracy theorist and, end of story, mission accomplished.

Same with Stelter, Hillary, Gavin Gruesome, Joe Brannon, Crazy

Nancy, you name it. The franchise is in place, the real person is a side

issue. Clone factories are a thing, as reported here, on the real deal,

Real Raw News.

Nah bro the best one was Gavin Newsom’s execution story with the

demon voices and shit. That one was rad

I’m still quite fond of the day early surprise execution of the second

Bill Gates….. Newsom’s was also quite good….LOL.

2 Peter 3:9 The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some

men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that

any should perish, but that all should come to repentance.

Surrender?

Why the f would theydo that?

They just murdered half the population.

Of a brainwashed q dipshit could believe they aren’t in full control.

Are we absolutely certain this was the real Trump and not a clone?

Did Crandall inspect his back molars?

lmao… of course it doesnt mean that. Its still a beautiful vaccine and

he recommends everyone take it. let me know when you hear

otherwise.

According to reconnaissance reports they were recently spotted

sitting in a tree. It has not yet been confirmed whether they were also

K-I-S-S-I-N-G.

 

 


